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About Honest Musky Television
Welcome to Honest Musky Television. Honest Musky Television is an educational,
entertaining, and humorous fishing show centered in technique and/or destination based themes.
Our team fishes out of various watercraft or on foot. We do not fish exclusively out of a $75,000
boat with every bell and whistle imaginable. We fish where the best action is bottom line, and
that takes being versatile.
Also, we like to exemplify the fact that excellent fishing can be experienced by anyone on any
budget, and by any budget, I mean that at times I will be catching quality fish on foot using a
Barbie pole. Of course, I like my modern precision tackle and it does contribute to my success,
but we want to educate our viewers that quality fishing has more to do with knowledge and skills
than it does with anything else, including money.
Following that theme, Honest Musky Television will be filmed on location at affordable public
destinations, no private waters. We will however fish in remote public areas with excellent
fisheries, and we will educate our viewers on how to find their own “hidden” fisheries close to
home and on a tight budget.
On the opposite end of the spectrum, we will also fish extensively on heavily pressured waters
(often in and near large urban centers), explaining techniques and strategies to overcome the
fishing and boating pressure that have become such a prevalent reality for the modern angler on
such waters. We will also target waters across the spectrum of fishing pressure between these
two extremes, introducing successful techniques and strategies for each scenario.
The goal of all this is realism. Relentlessly filming in hard to reach expensive destinations, and
telling viewers that featured techniques will work just as well on their local waters is dubious at
best. Featuring these waters as travel destinations is of little use as well, as most viewers will
never have the time and money for such endeavors. The same goes for filming on private waters
filled with fish that see almost no fishing pressure. This is of no use to most viewers, as they
have no access to such water. It is the school of thought on Honest Musky Television that the
best way to feature prime techniques and strategies to be used on viewers’ local waters, is to fish
the viewers’ local waters.
Techniques and strategies featured on the show are based in biological behavior of fish, specific
features of targeted water bodies, weather patterns, seasonal progression, and effective tackle
choice and use. We use a wide variety of techniques that are a blend of old standards and
modern innovation that can be easily and affordably applied by our viewers on the water they
fish.
For entertainment quality, Honest Musky Television is dedicated to always getting the hookset
and/or strike on film, as it is the moment of truth and undeniably the best part of the experience.
That being said, our show is also dedicated to integrity and there will be no fake hook sets or any
other editing tricks. We also keep it fresh and new. If we are running a 13 week season, then we
will have 13 new and unique episodes with no recycled footage at any time. We film on every
type of water imaginable from the smallest streams to the largest lakes. By default of variety,

every show has a very unique look. It is our philosophy, that if the viewer can’t tell if an episode
is a re-run or not, then it may as well be.
I have been watching fishing shows for almost 30 years. I switched from tuning in to Saturday
morning cartoons at 4 years of age. Creating my own fishing show is not something I just
decided to do at the spur of the moment. For many years, I have been contemplating what type
of fishing show I would best like to make and what type would be best received by viewers. I
think I have developed a concept that will work on many levels and appeal to the widest
viewership possible. I am 100% ready to dedicate my professional life to making an amazing
fishing show and establishing a lifelong relationship with my audience.
The main target species on Honest Musky Television is of course muskies. However, there will
be some multispecies action, because certain opportunities are too good to pass up. Also, we
emphasize the importance of youth and family fishing and have segments on how to best
introduce children to fishing. Obviously, certain species usually lend themselves better to the
needs of young anglers than muskies, but we will also introduce successful strategies to
introduce both youth and adult rookies to the sport of musky fishing. Many shows talk about the
importance of bringing kids fishing, but few of them actually do, and even less delve into how to
overcome the very real challenges of teaching a child to fish. Honest Musky Television will also
cover and support some organizations and events that allow children and/or those with special
needs the opportunity fish. Fishing is a beautiful, pure, and rare sport; because anyone can and
should be able to enrich their lives through angling experiences.
At Honest Musky Television, we firmly believe that the future of fishing lies in establishing love
and respect for fisheries and natural environments in younger generations. As human
populations increase, the stress on aquatic resources increases as well. Therefore, without being
preachy, Honest Musky Television will contain themes of responsible harvest and preservation
of watersheds. We always leave the water at least a little better than how we found it.
Honest Musky Television will connect with its viewers on the most genuine level because even
though we are very serious about fishing, we do not take ourselves too seriously. We are
average working class people who value family, honesty, hard work, good living, and great
fishing. Those who meet us in public will appreciate that we are not rude or pretentious, but are
in fact genuine and personable individuals.
Honest Musky Television will embody the best aspects of its predecessors, while leaving the
negative behind. It is our mission to continue to grow, innovate, and show our viewers things
they have never seen before. The true quality in a fishing show is not just in what you’re
catching, but how you’re catching it and making it unforgettable.

The People Behind Honest Musky Television
Adam Glickman
I am the creator of Honest
Musky Television.
Fishing has been my life’s
passion since I was 3 years
old. Sharing my love of
fishing with others is
something that has
enriched my life for years.
It is my philosophy that
fishing is a pure sport that
can improve the quality of
life of anyone willing to
embrace it. I have been
publishing articles in print
and online sources for a
decade now. I have
successful experience with
guiding, tournament
fishing, and public
speaking. About five years ago, I discovered that capturing amazing fishing experiences on film
was something that brought my love of fishing to the next level. I had wanted to produce my
own show since I was a little kid, but the task of properly capturing the best moments in a day of
fishing seemed a bit daunting to me as it complicates something that is already complicated.
However, I realized that I thrived with the added challenge and the end product was something
that I valued over any other material possession. The most recent development in my fishing is
that I am now a father and an uncle. Sharing my love of fishing with my daughter and nephew is
something that brings more joy to my life than I could have ever realized. The amount of
happiness that the simplest of fishing brings to them is amazing to me. Introducing my daughter
to fishing just as my father introduced me to the sport means a lot to me. Honest Musky
Television will embody my full love of the sport.

Chad Mitchell-Peterson
Honest Musky Television Pro
Staff Team Member Chad
Mitchell-Peterson is a lifelong
fisherman and all around
outdoorsmen. He is a
successful guide, seminar
speaker, and tournament
fisherman. In 2012, his team
won the honor of top gun in
the Professional Musky
Tournament Trail (PMTT).
Chad is knowledgable and
skilled in many facets of fresh
water fishing and his
knowledge of musky waters
and the trends in their fisheries
is second to none. On the
water, Mitchell-Peterson’s
decades of outdoor experience
come shinning through in his
endless adaptability and
willingness to try everything
he can to put fish in the boat.
Chad is a family man and a
true people person whose
personality and contributions
to all situations are valued
whereever he goes. Chad
Mitchell-Peterson is a great example of the best traits an outdoor personality could hope to
exhibit.

John Lange
Honest Musky Television Pro Staff Team Member John Lange possesses knowledge of musky
waters that can only be learned from meticulous exploration and the desire to know every inch of
a given system. When cruising at high speeds down miles of shallow boulder infested river with
Lange in his jet boat, his knowledge of the water is very apparent, when finding fish, that
knowledge becomes even more clear. Viewers of Honest Musky television will learn from John
the ability to be more productive anglers on the waters they fish by learning his process of
breaking down waters and accurately predicting their seasonal trends. John is a selfless
individual, dedicating so much of his time to helping others. This amazing trait coupled with a
great sense of humor comes shining through on film, and when combined with his ability to put
fish in the boat, John makes an excellent co-host and a valuable member of the Honest Musky
Television team.

Clint Van Iseghem
Honest Musky Television Pro
Staff Team Member Clint Van
Iseghem is a well rounded
outdoorsmen and anlger. Clint
owns Water Beast Tackle Co.
and is a master lure maker and
artist. Van Iseghem is integral
at keeping the Honest Musky
pro staff on the cutting edge.
When he or someone else
comes up with an idea for a new
lure, there is usually a working
prototype up and running within
a few weeks at the most.
Clint’s years of fishing
experience and knowledge of
lures make him valuable to the
education of viewers. Van
Iseghem is a family man and a
business man whose personality
and ability to put fish in the
boat bring entertainment and
excitement to the show.

Corey Allen
Honest Musky Television Pro Staff Team Member Corey Allen is the most proficient and
successful musky angler on Tennessee waters. Corey developed his scientific approach to
angling as a student of the teachings of Buck Perry (a legendary pioneer of modern angling).
Allen is the owner Tennessee Valley Muskie Authority and is an incredibly successful guide,
helping is clients put huge muskies in the boat 365 days a year. Corey is a dedicated humorous
angler who has great camera personality and an excellent ability to put fish on film.

Ian Swenson
Honest Musky Television Pro Staff Team Member Ian Swenson is an extremely successful
multispecies angler. Ian does a lot of fishing from shore and from modest water craft, and has an
uncanny ability to be incredibly successful at catching large examples of whatever species he
chooses to target. Swenson has intimate knowledge of some of the best fisheries in the upper
midwest. Ian is a rediculously sucessful guide and the skills he shares with his clients will now
be shared with Honest Musky Television Viewers. Swenson’s devotion to fishing is second only
to his devotion to his family. Ian’s personality and confidence on the water make him a natural
on camera.

Justin Teske
Honest Musky
Television Pro Staff
Team Member Justin
Teske is a successful
and skilled angler and
tournament fisherman.
Justin’s ability to
work structure and use
electronics and boat
control to precisely
target big water
structure is second to
none. Justin’s ability
to multitask in a
myriad of difficult on
the water situations
will impress viewers
and teach them
valuable lessons that
can be applied to their
own fishing. Justin is
a family man and a
business man. Taking his children fishing is one of his greatest joys in life. Teske’s sense of
humor and persona give him great camera pressence, and his ability to put fish in the boat will
add value and excitement to the show.

Ryan Stadler
Honest Musky Television Pro Staff
Team Member Ryan Stadler is a
highly skilled fisherman whose
knowlede of aquatic sytems and
the fish within allow him to be
incredibly successful on the water.
Ryan is a professional artist and
photographer and therefore has an
eye for setting and detail that allow
him to be successful on the water
in a way that is unique from most
other anglers. Ryan is a selfless
family man and enriches any
community he takes part in.
Stadler is truly in a class of his
own in many different respects and
this comes through on film to make
him very useful to viewers for both
educational and entertainment
purposes.

Target Market
Viewers of Honest Musky Television will consist of people who like to watch quality fishing
shows. Honest Musky Television will quickly accumulate a loyal following because those who
enjoy fishing shows are looking for quality, exciting, educational, entertaining, and genuine
content. Honest Musky Television will exemplify these facets in every episode.

Sponsorship and Advertising Opportunites
Industry partners of Honest Musky Television will gain exposure and endorsement of their goods
and/or services on television, on web based media, in print, and out in the world. Television
opportunites consist of commercial placements in between show segments and/or mentions
during credits. Web based media opportunities consist of still images, rotating images, flash
videos, etc. on honestmusky.com (the Honest Musky Television website); also product mentions
on facebook and twitter. Print opportunites will be in the form of industry partner branding in
magazine advertisements for Honest Musky Television and product mentions in magazine
articles I write. Opportunities for exposure out in the world include product branding on my
boats, vehicles, and clothing; as well as public appearences that, among other things, consist of
working vendor booths at trade shows and expos for instance. Contact me for details and rates.

Contact and References
All Honest Musky Television inquiries, please contact:
Adam Glickman
612-750-0546
adam@honestmusky.com

For references from existing industry partners, please contact:
Paul Meshak: Owner of River Run Tackle
715-432-1651
riverruntackle@charter.net

Clint Van Iseghem: Owner of Waterbeast Tackle Co
763-442-7891
sales@waterbeasttackle.com

